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White button toggles the power on ALL devices
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Round buttons choose which device the Remote controls
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Red button toggles the power on the device SELECTED by a Round button.
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GUIDE Button brings up a TV Guide
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INFO button displays program information
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MY DVR Button lists recorded programs
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LAST Button returns to previous screen
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Back up ~10 seconds in recording
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Red Button starts recording of a program
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Spectrum Universal Remote
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EXIT Button leaves the mode last selected
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DVR controls
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LIVE Button returns to play incoming live program when playing a recorded program,
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Tutorial 
Spectrum Universal Remote Usage


Power on/off control 
Most TV devices have a Push-to-Toggle On/Off button. When the power is off, pushing the button turns it on. 
When the power is on, pushing the button turns it off. There is no specific On or Off control — just a toggle 
(i.e. switch) from one to the other.

Because of this feature of the devices that the remote is used to control, it has no way of forcing a device to 
its On or Off state. You, as a user, need to be aware of the current state of the devices being used to know 
how to control them with the remote.

For illustration, let’s consider the most common situation, where the TV and Cable Box are to be used. If both 
are Off, pushing the white ON/OFF button turns them both on. If both are On, pushing that button turns them 
both Off. This is the typical use of the remote.

Sometimes, the Cable box will be On while the TV is Off, or vice versa. In this case, pushing the white ON/
OFF button will simply reverse the situation — On device goes Off, Off device goes On. This is not a 
malfunction. It is because of the On/Off capabilities of the devices.

When you see that one of the devices is On and the other is Off, do not use the white ON/OFF button. This is 
when the red POWER button should be used. It still sends a toggle command, but to only one device at a 
time. It can therefore be used to change the On/Off state of one device, while leaving the other device alone.

Which device does the red POWER button control? You decide that. You select the device that the remote 
controls by pressing one of the round buttons below the ON/OFF and POWER buttons. Your most frequent 
choices will be TV and CBL (for the Cable Box).


Example

Assume that the Cable Box is On, the TV is Off and you want to watch TV. Press the round TV 
button, then the red POWER button. This will turn the TV on. Now press the round CBL button, so 
that the remote can be used to control the Cable Box functions, like channel, volume, etc.


Program information controls 
Spectrum provides an online TV Guide. Like a printed TV Guide, it displays the TV channels as rows and the 
time slots across the top. You access the listing by pressing the blue GUIDE  button found in the 10 o’clock 
position in the circular group of buttons near the top of the remote.

You can scroll up or down in the list, using the gray up and down arrows (triangles) near the blue OK/SELECT 
button. This selects a channel of interest. You can scroll forward and back in time using the gray left and right 
arrows.

Across from the blue GUIDE button is the blue INFO button. Pressing this button at any time provides more 
information about the selected TV program. This can be used in combination with the GUIDE function. It can 
also be used when a program is being watched. 

The blue EXIT button at the 8 o’clock position in the circular group will leave the mode you last selected — 
GUIDE, INFO, or another, to return to normal viewing.

The blue LAST button at 4 o’clock backs the display up to the screen last viewed.

The blue MENU button at the 12 o’clock position takes you into a menu set of screens that are very useful, 
but beyond the scope of this part of the tutorial. 




DVR (Digital Video Recorder) controls 
If your TV setup includes a Spectrum DVR, a group of buttons on the remote are used to control it.

The round red button with the label REC is used to initiate or program a recording. If you are watching a 
program, pressing REC will cause the DVR to record it for future playback. More usefully, when a program is 
selected in the GUIDE, pressing REC will program the recording of that program when it is time for it to play.

The green MY DVR button brings up a list of all programs that have been recorded. Any of these can be 
played by selecting it and pressing the black PLAY button with the triangle on the button.

The black button with the PLAY label triggers the play of a recorded program.

The black button with the LIVE label, when watching a recorded program, returns to display of live 
programming on whatever channel was selected before playing the recording.

The black button with the PAUSE label pauses the play of a program. The PLAY button resumes play.

The black button with the label REW is used to rewind back through a recording.  Pressing it 1-5 times 
triggers rewinding at different speeds — faster for more pushes.

The black button with the circular arrow (call it BACKUP) backs up playback by a fixed amount of time — 
about 10 or 15 seconds. This is more convenient for short back-ups than the Rewind button.

The black button with the label FFWD is used to scan fast forward through a recording. Pressing it 1-5 times 
triggers scanning at different speeds — faster for more pushes.


Example

Fast forward and backup can be used to skip commercials. Scan fast forward until you pass the end of the 
commercial, then press the BACKUP button (circular arrow) to resume, without missing any of the program of 
interest.

The blue MENU button at the 12 o’clock position mentioned in Program information controls above offers a 
number of operations related to recording programs. These include recording a particular channel at a preset 
time, viewing a list of programs set to be recorded at  future times, and viewing lists of program series set to 
be recorded. Use of these features is beyond the scope of this tutorial. The attached extract from the 
Spectrum DVR Guide found on-line gives detailed instructions. 

NOTE: Spectrum may change their operation from time to time, so the attached may not exactly match what 
you will see on your TV.
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URL:   https://www.spectrum.net/support/tv/spectrum-guide-dvr-recording/
















